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Experimental study using Touschek lifetime as machine
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Abstract: The stabilities of the beam and machine have almost the highest priority in a modern light source.

Although a lot of machine parameters could be used to represent the beam quality, there is no single parameter that

could indicate the global information for the machine operators and accelerator physicists. For the last few years,

a new parameter has been studied as a beam quality flag in the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF).

Calculations, simulations and detailed analysis of the real-time data from the storage ring have been made and the

interesting results have confirmed its feasibility.
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1 Introduction

Beam quality is of great importance for a light source
that aims at providing stable synchrotron radiation for
scientific research. A couple of machine parameters have
been maturely used in most third generation storage
rings around the world to indicate the beam status,
such as the transverse beam size/emittance from a pin-
hole camera, the variance of the close orbit from the
BPM system, etc. Other parameters, such as the beam
length/energy spread from a streak camera, are also
monitored in some facilities. However, monitoring a sin-
gle parameter seems not enough to reflect the beam sta-
tus while monitoring all of them simultaneously would
eventually confuse the operators.

During the selection of the necessary parameters to
be monitored, using the beam current to get some factor
of the beam was believed to be a competitive economic
proposal. Although the beam lifetime could interpret the
beam status in some way, it is related to the beam charge
so no convenient reference is available to say if the beam
is in good status. Further processes are still needed to
make this proposal a feasible solution.

1.1 Beam lifetime

A bunch containing N charged particles (electrons
in most third-generation synchrotron radiation sources)

in a storage ring decays due to a variety of mecha-
nisms. Some of the non-trivial causes are: quantum
lifetime (emission of synchrotron radiation), Coulomb
scattering (elastic scattering on residual gas atoms),
Bremsstrahlung (photon emission induced by residual
gas atoms), and the Touschek effect (electron-electron
scattering).

The charged particles are assumed to be electrons in
this article unless otherwise noted.

The relative loss rate at a given time of the quantity
of the beam defines the lifetime τ :

1

τ
≡− Ṅ

N
=− Q̇

Q
, (1)

where Q=−eN is the charge of the electron bunch.
The beam lifetimes due to the quantum character

of synchrotron radiation, the Touschek effect, the elas-
tic Coulomb scattering and the inelastic bremsstrahlung
between the electron beam and the pure nitrogen gas are
given by [1]
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and

τ−1
bs (hours−1)=0.00653P (nTorr)ln

1

δacc

, (5)

respectively, where τw is the damping time, ξ =
A2

2σ2
is

a function of the acceptance of the beam A and the
size of the beam bunch σ, rc is the classical electron ra-
dius, (σx, σy, σ`) are the three dimensions of the bunch,
λ−1 = ∆p/p0|rf is the RF momentum acceptance of the
ring, P is the pressure and D(ε) is the Touschek lifetime
function, which is given by the following formula:
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where

ε=

(

βx∆prf

mcγ2σx

)2

. (7)

The total beam loss rate is the combination of all the
beam loss rates listed above and can be written as:

1

τ
=

1

τqu

+
1

τtk

+
1

τcs

+
1

τbs

. (8)

1.2 The Touschek lifetime

None of the components in the r.h.s. of (8) depends
explicitly on the beam charge, except for the Touschek
effect, which is based on Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (5). The
Touschek lifetime is of great importance and has already
been simulated [2, 3] and measured [4–8] in many light
sources. It is proportional to the beam charge, as shown
in Eq. (3), so that the total beam loss rate can be sim-
plified as the following equation if we use a “Touschek
lifetime factor” k to represent the Touschek lifetime:

1

τ
=

1

τ0

+kQ, (9)

where τ0 is the combined quantum and vacuum lifetime

1
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, (10)

and
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D(ε), (11)

so that

τtk=
1

kQ
. (12)

For a quasi-steady state (e.g., the magnets, vacuum
level, RF voltage, tunes and other machine parameters
remain unchanged within a period of time, which is al-
most exclusive in many storage rings) the quantum life-
time, vacuum lifetime and the Touschek lifetime factor

can all be considered as constants. A differential function
about Q and t can be derived from Eqs. (1) and (9):

− Q̇

Q
=

1

τ0

+kQ. (13)
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1
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[
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)

−1

]

, (14)

where

t0=τ0 ln
kτ0Q(0)

kτ0Q(0)+1
(15)

is a constant of integration. Thus, a perfect machine
would have an almost exponentially decreasing current
curve.

As can be easily observed, the Touschek factor k is
inversely proportional to the beam volume σxσyσ`, the
square of the beam energy, and the cube of the momen-
tum acceptance. The slope of the function D(ε) is neg-
ligible in the field of small ε; that is, high energy when
observing the deviate of the r.h.s. of Eq. (6). If D(ε) is
regarded as a constant, then the relative Touschek factor
can be easily determined by a simple form of the beam
volume, beam energy and the RF acceptance.

2 Critical factors in the measurements

As a practical system, the beam diagnostic system
could not totally remove the measurement errors. Be-
sides, the physical variables mentioned above have hardly
no disturbances. Although τ0 and k are treated as in-
variants in (13), it may still be necessary to estimate the
model’s performance.

2.1 Impact of the quantum lifetime

The transverse acceptances are no less than 3 mm
in the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF),
and the horizontal and vertical beam sizes are about
80 µm and 20 µm, respectively. The transverse damping
time is 1.3 ms. The quantum lifetime in (2) could be re-
garded as long enough in SSRF because it is long enough
in other third generation light sources. Hence, the fluc-
tuation of the quantum lifetime could barely affect the
total lifetime.

2.2 Influence of the pressure

The vacuum pressure that is detected is not constant
during the operation and should not be ignored in a pre-
cision system. Eqs. (4) and (5) show that the beam
loss rate of either Coulomb scattering or bremsstrahlung
effect is directly proportional to the pressure. Thus,
Eq. (9) should include the pressure related part to ex-
tract the Touschek lifetime:

1

τ
=

1

τ qu
+mP+kQ. (16)
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Although the resolutions and accuracies of the vac-
uum gauges might not be satisfying in this situation, the
reading of the gauge P1=P+P0+n(P ) would not be much
trouble. The constant offset P0 could be included in the
quantum lifetime part, which is never paid attention to.
The noise n(P ) can be decreased by curve fitting.

The pressure is affected by the radiation, so that it
is beam charge related. But the heating is retarded and
it is not the only factor that influences the degree of
vacuum. Although the pressure and the charge might
not be orthogonal to each other, they should be linearly
independent.

2.3 Contribution of the beam size shift

The beam length σ` measurement would involve a
streak camera, and neither the precision nor the update
speed are satisfying at the moment, but the transverse
sizes can be easily measured by using an X-ray pinhole
camera. The non-linearities of the screen or the camera
have already been calibrated carefully, so that we could
use the transverse beam sizes as a comparison and an aid
in our data analysis. The sizes that were calculated by
using the original X-ray image of the radiation [9] and
the point spread functions (PSF) [10] may have baseline
offsets due to the measurement errors of the PSFs. This
could have some effects to the Touschek lifetime fitting
with the transverse sizes changing. We can expand the
σi (i is x or y) terms in Taylor’s series based on equation
(3):

1
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where σ0,i is the actual beam size, σi is the calculated
beam size by using the measured profile size σγ,i, the
calibrated PSF σPSF,i and the relation σ2

i =σ2
γ,i−σ2

PSF,i,
∆PSF,i is the difference between the square of the real
PSF and the square of the measured one. The Touschek
lifetime then can be expressed in the following form:
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If ∆PSF,i is relatively small then by comparing to σ2
i ,

which is hopefully the truth, the higher order terms of
the r.h.s. could be omitted.

3 Data analysis

The data are being recorded recursively without in-
terfering with the operations of the machine as part of
the global data warehouse system for a couple of years
[11]. The analysis has been made before anything goes
on-line.

3.1 Lifetime calculation

As much as we would like to use Eq. (14) to get the
Touschek factor, there are still two obvious issues. First
of all, Eq. (14) cannot be linearized, which will make the
fitting a little complex. Nevertheless, the propagation of
the fitting errors of other parameters would certainly af-
fect the accuracy and resolution of the interested factor.

An algorithm based on the polynomial regression has
been used to calculate the beam lifetime. A reasonable
period n and a reasonable order k have been chosen in
the following linear model:

In×1'Xn×(k+1)A(k+1)×1, (19)

where I is the beam current vector, X the time matrix
and A the coefficient vector: I=(I1, I2, ···, In)T, A=(A0,
A1, ···, Ak)T and

X=
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...
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.

Thus, the least-mean-square solution of the coefficient
matrix is A=(XTX)−1XTI , and the derivate would be

İn×1'X(1)
n×kA

(1)
k×1, (20)

where İ=(İ1, İ2, ···, İn)T, A(1)=(A1, A2, ···, Ak)
T and
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·diag(1,2,··· ,k).

Therefore, the lifetime

1

τ
=− Q̇

Q
=− İ

I
(21)

can be calculated by using the beam current data. A
further weighted average process is needed to decrease
the current noise and fitting errors by using overlapped
intervals to estimate the lifetimes.

The calculated lifetime is actually the weighted av-
eraged lifetime of the filled bunches. Since the bunches
were evenly filled during the operations in SSRF, this av-
eraged lifetime could be regarded as the lifetime of each
bunch.

3.2 Vacuum lifetime estimate

The ingredient of the gas in the vacuum chamber is
assumed to be invariant and the vacuum lifetime is in-
versely proportional to the pressure P . If the pressure
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varies while every other parameter related to the life-
time holds its own value, then the relation between the
pressure and the corresponding vacuum lifetime with re-
spect to the specific gas ingredient in SSRF can be easily
calibrated. Fortunately, the pressure experienced a long
significant change due to the destruction of the vacuum
after an upgrade of the storage ring.

A series of data were carefully chosen to ensure that
they share the same current and the same transverse size,
which presumes that the Touschek lifetime was fixed and
can be regarded as a constant. So, the total lifetime is
linearly related to the pressure: τ−1 = AP +b where A
and B are the coefficients to be determined (as shown in
Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. An estimate of the practical form of the
vacuum lifetime and the pressure. The data were
tracked after a leakage of the storage ring during
a hardware upgrade in 2012.

3.3 Touschek lifetime as a beam quality factor

Ignoring the quantum lifetime, the Touschek lifetime
τtk would then be separated from the total lifetime by us-
ing the real time average pressure data P , which is pro-
vided by the vacuum gauges distributed around the stor-
age ring, and the coefficient A in Fig. 1 to eliminate the
vacuum lifetime part. The Touschek factor k = 1/Qτtk

would be calculated afterwards.
The transverse beam section, which was calculated

in the X-ray pinhole image system, has been used as an
aid to diagnose the ability of the Touschek factor. An
illustration of the relation between the beam size and the
Touschek factor is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The results
show that there is a strong linear correlation between
the factor and the reciprocal of the beam size in a nor-
mal smooth operation period, as expected.

Fig. 2. A typical Touschek factor and beam size
trend during a successful decay period. Data were
acquired at Oct. 15.

Fig. 3. The strong linear relation between the Tou-
schek factor and the beam size.

A sudden change of the beam size, which always in-
dicates a change of the lattice or other configuration of
the machine, is not desirable during the operations and
need extra attention. Fig. 4 demonstrates that the Tou-
schek factor responded rapidly to the sudden change of
the beam size.

Someone might have noticed that, in Fig. 4, although
the trends of the beam size and the Touschek factor are
similar, the relative change of the amplitudes and the
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slopes do have different information involved. This hap-
pens because the Touschek factor is a global parameter
of the machine and is not affected by the beam size alone.

Fig. 4. Fast response to the sudden change of the
beam size of the Touschek factor.

Fig. 5. Fast response of the Touschek factor to the
sudden change of the machine status, while the
beam size did not notice the difference. Data were
acquired at Oct. 24.

Figures 5 and 6 give a more detailed illustration.
Since it was in the decay mode, Fig. 5 should be viewed
from right to left. Although there was a threshold at the
beam current of 152 mA in the Touschek factor curve,
the abnormality of the beam size was not quite visible
without further analysis. The machine status was clearly
divided into two different groups, as shown in Fig. 6.

This separation implies that the configuration could
have been changed at the specific time or there was a hid-
den mechanism that introduced a new physical mode and
the beam quality could deteriorate whenever the beam
current was less than 152 mA. Two reasonable explana-
tions had been made before further investigations: the
change of the gap of an undulator, or the nonlinear effect
of the machine.

If the Touschek factor has the ability to indicate the
beam quality all by itself, then different beam statuses
could be able to be separated and categorized. Fig. 7

Fig. 6. The data are categorized into two group
with the visible intermediate state.

Fig. 7. Different operation period belongs to differ-
ent groups with different beam/machine status.
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shows another period of operations which was inter-
rupted three times for various reasons. The beam status
was believed to be stable during each successful piece.
The beam size might be continuous and inseparable if
we ignore the second piece. The Touschek factor, on the
other hand, gave significant jumps between each piece,
suggesting that these operations were not based on the
same machine parameters.

The beam size change seen at the pinhole camera is
local and should be cross checked with the β-function
and the bunch length, which was quite stable during the
operations, to confirm a change of emittance. However,
the Touschek factor alone is able to diagnose the machine
status. Since some of the machine parameters, such as
the bunch length, dispersion functions and β functions,
are difficult to be monitored on-line, this Touschek factor
therefore is very important for the operators of acceler-
ator physicists as a synthesized attribute of the machine
and the beam.

4 Conclusions

In order to find a global flag that can be used to
show an instant, hashed information of the beam and
machine, a proposal based on the beam lifetime study
was arranged. After an off-line analysis based on a series
data from SSRF, the Touschek factor was confirmed to
be sensitive to the beam sizes and other machine related
parameters. It is also believed that this factor is able to
reflect the change of the beam status fast enough.

The beam current data would be enough to calculate
the Touschek factor so that it is very economic, sim-
ple, and intuitively clear. In addition, the algorithm is
convergence and needs little intervention, so that it is
feasible to provide the Touschek factor to the operators
or physicists as an on-line flag of the beam/machine sta-

tus. Long-term indication capability had also confirmed
(as shown in Fig. 8 that the daily data of the Touschek
factors during a typical period of operations, and the
corresponding beam sizes and the Touschek factor, did
not miss the changes of the beam size).

Fig. 8. Beam status tracking for long term operation.

During the experiments, the Touschek factor has
shown some inspiring results in SSRF. Grouping the sim-
ilar beam statuses could be useful for the operators when
data were to be categorized before analysis. Finding the
stepwise process of the transforming from one status to
another could help the physicists during their beam ex-
periments, such as looking for some critical parameters.
Neither could be easily accomplished without the Tou-
schek factor.
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